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Curators ease up on fee increases
Fee hike marks lowest percent increase in five years
by Bill Rolfes
news associate
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,Budget committee
to begin hearings
:next Sunday

Malaika Horne presided for the first
time as board president Thursday and Friday as the Board of Curators unanimously
voted to increase educational fees by 3.1
percent for the 1997-98 academic year.
The board inereased educational fees from
$121 to $124.80 per credit hour for undergraduate Missouri residents. The board's
finance committee set the increase to comply with the estimated rate of inflation and
the Higher Education Pi'ice Index (HEPI).
Several supplemental course fees at
UM-St. Louis increased by more than the
HEP!. The instructional computing fee rose
from $6 to $7 per credit hour, a 16.7 percent increase.
In a letter to Horne on Jan. 21, 1997,
University President Melvin George said,
"We have unusual pressures in extending
computer services to students, and this
increase is essential to serve student ad-

A room with

equately."
Student activity, facility and health services fees increased by 4.7, 3.6 and 2.3
percent at Columbia, Rolla and Kansas City.
At the St. Louis campus , the fees increased
10.1 percent.
"The higher percentage adjustment at
UM-St. Louis is caused by a 25 percent
increase in health service fees, from $12 to
$15," George said. "This increase will help
defray institutional support and plant costs
not previously charged to this program."
The resources and planning committee
announced several goals for the Board of
Curators to develop. One goal is to improve
administrative systems and processes.
The committee plans to redo the system
by purchasing hardware and making the processes more efficient.
Under the current system, a student goes
to one office to register, another office for
financial aid and also to the Cashier's Office.
The committee's plan would offer a onestop service, allowing a student to sit down

by David Baugher
of The Current staff

and one way of doing: this is to spon_ sor different gJ:9ups..and activities.
'1 open it up to you," Sauter said.
At last week's Student Govern- "If there is anything that you have
ment meeting, Comptroller Ron coming up for which you need a sponChamberlin announced the Student sorship, and you think that UPS might
Activity Budget Committee will hear be interested in doing it, please feel
organizations' budget requests on free to give me a call."
Sauter said UPS won't sponsor
Sundays, from noon until 3 p.m.,
beginning everything, but he wants to hear from
the students. He said he wants to
Feb.8.
At the know several things about a proposed
hearings, event: if the group did the activity the
organiza- previous year, how many people attional rep- tended and what kind of advertising
resenta- the group used.
'Traditionally, we Spend a good
tives will
chunk
of our money on recruiting,"
present
supporting Sauter said. "And this is one nonevidence traditional way of doing that."
Sauter said UPS wants to proBob Fritchey for their
1997-98 mote employment within campus organizations. If a student belonging to
budget requests .
Chamberlin asked members of a UM-St. Louis organization works
the assembly to be patient due to the for UPS for six months, the company
large number of budget requests that will donate $100 to his or her organization.
the committee received.
Angela Hornaday, vice president
"This year, we received 85 budget requests," Chamberlin said. "We of the SGA, read a list of committees
will try to get through the requests as to the assembly. Hornaday said the
people who signed up for the combest we can."
Midway through the meeting, mittees last semester did not meet
SGA President Bob Fritchey set a often.
''I'm pretty sure most of the probprecedent by allowing a representative from United Parcel Service to lems, complaints and concerns from
last semester are still around for this
address the assembly.
Jeff Sauter, a UPS representa- semester," she said.
Hornaday reminded the assemtive, said he is usually on campus in
the mornings to recruit students. He bly that one representative from each
said his main purpose is to attract
see SGA, page 8
students to work for the company,
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Men brave the bitter cold to put in a new window in the Thomas Jefferson Library.

Weather not an issue
at campus blood drive
by Tonya Hearon
of The Current staff
Even though the weather took
everyone by surprise, the annual
Blood Drive held Monday in the J.C.
Penney building continued.
Although nature took its course,
donors continued to come in. small
groups to give blood.
The blood drive, which is sponsored by The American Red Cross,
has been traveling across the bi-state
area for over 50 years, attempting to
increase the number of donations.
The purpose of the blood drive is to
supply area hospitals with muchnpp.';p.'; hI nn';

see Fees, page 8

Speaker
tells secrets
to success

a view

by Bill Rolfes
news associate

Inside

with only one person and address any inquiry.
Horne said she likes the idea of examining problems and recommending solutions. She said the Board still needs to
discuss and thoroughly examine the goal
of improving administration systems and
processes.
"We will have to do a cost benefit
analysis," Horne said. "If the cost outweighs the benefits, we won't do it. The
benefits will have to outweigh the cost, by
far."
Horne is beginning a six-year term as
President of the Board of Curators. She
succeeds Fred L. Hall, Jr., who served as
president from Jan. I, 1996, until Dec. 31,
1996.
Horne also announced the appointment
of three curators. "Gov. Mel Carnahan has
appointed, and the Missouri State Senate
has confirmed, two new members and one
not-so-new member," she said. The Gov-

therapy patients, accident victims or
surgery patients, just to name a few.
According to Mary Donahue, the site
coordinator, the American Red Cross
is in more need of donors than ever
before.
"We are· pleading for help,"
Donahue said. "If anyone can sponsor us we would greatly appreciate
it."

To give blood, one must be 17
years old, 110 Ibs, not pregnant, not
on antibiotics and not have a cold or
virus.
Although donor participation varies according to the weather, Donahue
said the Red Cross anticipates turnout based on ore-registration and 10-

Preparation, effort and involvement are the
most effective ways for students to be successful in their chosen careers, Patrick Combs told
a small gathering of UM-St. Louis students in
I.C. Penney auditorium on Thursday .
"Good grades, the right major and a degree
are not what get you a great job," Combs said.
"The most important homework you will do in
college is never assigned."
Combs, an internationally known motivational speaker and television personality,
stopped here to gi ve an address and sign copies
of his book, Major in Success; Make College
Easier, Beat the System, & Get a Very Coollob.
His visit was sponsored by the University Program Board.
Combs said that the key to impressing prospective employers lies in having abilities and
experience other applicants don't.
"When employers have a job available,
they are overwhelmed with the amount of resumes that they receive," he said. "If you don't
have the basic fundamental qualifications, an
internship or co-op, computer skills or something that demonstrates leadership on paper,
you're not even going to get invited to the
interview."
Combs, who has himself interned with such
companies as Levi Strauss and Charles Schwab,
stressed the importance of being an intern,
noting that 64% of interns are offered jobs by
their employers and that interns tend to make
more in their first job than those who don't have
on the job experience.
Computer skills are also important. Ac-

see Jobs, page 8
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At UM-St. Louis,
students combat
snow and ice
by Scott Lamar

February 3, 1997

My kingd,om for.
an Adam Brown

\

GET A

by Doug Harrison
managing editor

008 .

editor in chief
As a kid in grade sc hool , I can remember
watching the snow fall at night and praying to
the god of sleigh riding punks that classes
would be cancelled the next day.
U~sure of the
verdict, I would run
to the kitchen early
in the morning to
hear the school closings on KMOX .
It seemed like an
eternity before the
words "Pattonville
R-3, closed" rolled
off the announcers
lips. Geez, how man y Catholic Schools were
there?
When the good news finally arrived, itmeant
a day of frolic and merriment on the snow and
ice. I lived on top of a hill, a steep one at that,
which was perfect for six or seven hours of nonstop sledding.
The cold weather wasn ' t a factor. Aboutsix
layers of clothes served to protect young skin
from the biting wind. It also provided enough
padding to cushion any spills on a slick surface.
Snow days spelled freedom. Yup, th ose
were the days.
However, things are a little different now. I
still anxiously await news that classes are cancelled. But the term snow day has taken o n a
new definition. Whereas snow days were once
a luxury , they are now a necessity. It no longer
means hour after hour of slip-sliding dow n the
hill on my Flexible Flyer. Now I wonder ifI'l!
have to slip-slide dow n the snowy interstate or
sit in traffic for hours on end.
Personal safety also plays a big part. The
days of popping back up from a fall are over.
Slipping on ice could easily be proceeded by a
trip to the emergency room.
So far this semester, school cancellations
have occurred twic e. The lates t ins tance happened last M onday. E vening classes we re c ancelled foll owing a hellacious ice storm. At
approximately 4 p .m. , the offi cial 'word came
down.
At this time, the brunt of the storm had
passed. The falling ice had switched over to
snow, which masked the skating rink the stOrm
had created.
Morning weathercasts predicted the unsavory event. With the information at hand, what
did the University stand to gain (or lose) by
cancelling school for the entire day?
Students on campus who awaited the decision were forced into the nightmarish situation
on the highways. In my opinion, classes should
have been called much, much sooner.
Impending storm aside, the walkways on
campus weren't very safe to begin with.
I can recall walking to class at 11 a.m. and
nearly slipping on a patch of ice left over from
a previous winter storm. The small piles of salt
dispensed every few yards up and down the
steep incline coming down from parking lot E
proved decepti ve.
If I had fallen, there would have been several consequences. On top of the embarrassment of skidding/sliding down a hill as several
dozen people looked on, the pain resulting from
the fall would have been none too pleasant. In
addition, the clothes I was wearing would now
be sporting new features, mainly salt and dirt.
I attributed a small degree of agility and a
good pair of hiking boots to the prevention of a
fall in my case. Certainly though, not everyone
could have be en as fortunate.
In any case, the snow situation could have
been handled differently. In light of the ice
• patches and imminent winter weather, the Uni. versity should have been closed .
Sure, students have choices and one of them
is to stay home. But that isn ' t fair to students.
They shouldn't have to pay good money to go to
school and at the same time risk life and limb to
reach the classroom.
Whatis the University trying to prove? That
a blizzard can't hold back it s students?
Perhaps the decision to close school should
be left up to a panel of students. After all , it's
students who must take the greatest risk during
inclement weather.
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UPS taints otherwise concise ,SGA meeting
If cleanliness is next to Godliness,
bre vity is next to perfecti on at Student
Government Assem bly meetings . TIle first
SGA Assembly meeting held last week
marked not only the abolition of the bimonthly meeting schedule but also one o r
the shortest meetings of this academic
year.
Unfortun atel y, last week's meeting
also set a dangero us and particularly unsettling precedent when a representative
from United Parcel Service was allowed
to sidetrack the assembly with self-serving promotional propaganda.
While .UPS ' s offer to sponsor student
organizations' fund raisers bespeaks its
conununity-mindedness, the offersmacks
of a certain greedy altruism of which

~

SGA should be free.
Just as local municipalities, state assemblies and Congress do not allow promoters and
fundraisers to hawk their wares at official meetings, neither should SGA offer the floor of
assemblY meetingr> up to every fast-talking
i
dog-and-pony show.
Themore tasteful and appropri ate approach
would have seen the UPS promoter waiting
professionally at the door to greet assembly
representatives as they departed.
Doubtless organizations that desire to employ the services of UPS could likely find the
recruiting giant on campus any given week.
Furthermore, the precedent set Wednesday
threatens to prolong meetings beyond reason as
has been the case during much of President Bob
Fritchey's administration.
~

Exc1 uding the UPS intrus ion,
Wednesday's meeting was surprisingly to
the point and pleasantly short. Hopefully
this uncharacteristic brevity is a trend that
will continue into the coming semester's
l!I~ti,..n&s . ~ ,
.
. Assembly Chair Ben Ash, who was
absent rom Wednesday 's proceedings ,
would do well to take his cue from that
concise meeting in order to ensure that
Wednesday becomes the rule rather than
the exception.
Quite possibly the SGA Administration will devote more of that saved time to
taking up worthwhile endeavors that has
previously been pre-empted by unproductive, marathon meetings.

Doug Harrison and Scott LAmar

Letters to the editor

Absence of fans reflects poorly on University
Recen tl Ythe UM -s t. Louis Ri vermen
played the SlUE Cougars, and the Cougars had seven cheerleaders as well as
many fans to help lead their team to
victory. How many cheerleaders did UMSt. Louis have ? None. Why? The Athletic
Department eliminated our cheerleaders
approximately three years ago.
Since then, two student groups have
formed, the UM-St. Louis Dance Team
and the Riverettes, to help instill spirit at
the games. However, the primary focus

has been to perform halftime dance routines at
the Rivermen home sporting events.
While it is nice to have halftime entertainment, it is not enough. It looked extremely bad
when SIUE had cheerleaders and all UM-St.
Louis had was me-the school mas'cot. What's
worse, the members of the Riverettes satin the
stands dressed in their outfits before and after
their halftime performance. On the other hand,
the nights when the UM -St. Louis Dance Team
performs, it helps the fans by taking on the role
of cheerleaders.

UM-St. Louis needs to re-establish its
cheerleaders in order to help motivate fan
spirit at home sporting events. Second,
more students need to come support the
athletic teams at home games. To gain the
true university experience, you must do
more than just go to classes. Remember,
admission to regular season home games is
free with your ill.

Steven M. Wolfe
Captain Rivermen

Reader calls for kindler, gentler columnist
This letter is in direct response to
Doug Harrison's editorial "Order in the
student court""
When I saw the adjectives "disgraceful" and "inept," the verbs "fumbling,"
"bungling" and "mishandling" as well as
the nouns "disinterest," "misconduct" and
"unprofessional,"I said, "Wow! The managing editor of The Current sure is out of
touch with the facts." When I see or hear
Steve Bartok's name, the aforementioned
words are the last ones that I would use to
describe him because he cares about our
campus. Hehas taken on thejob of several
people and for a while worked alone on
the student court. Where were all these
political science majors that Mr.

Hamson mentioned?
For that matter, where was Mr. Harrison?
Mr. Harrison also brought up a good point when
he said that on an ideal campus, "students
actually spend enough time on campus to interact with one another and thereby participate in
events." I have been heavily involved on this
campus for the last three years without ever
seeing my friend Doug. Mr. Harrison, do you
hang around campus after classes or just go
home and write negative articles about the few
unfortunate incidents that happen on campus?
Negative attitudes such as the managing editor's
fuel the apathy that lives and breathes on this
campus. I am only picking on Mr. Harrison
because he is a friend of mine, and he is actually
in a position to make things better if he would

only choose to do so. Disrespectful articles
such as his rip and tear this campus community' apart and foster apathy .
Doug, The Current is a student organization, and when you bash it or one of its
affiliates, you bash your organization as
well as yourself. I sincerely hope that you
treat people with respect in your future
editorials.
For those of you reading, get involved
with a student organization that appeals to
your interests, and make the best of your
education. But most of all, have fun.

Todd Appel
Newman House SGA Rep;
Honors College Studen Assoc.

Just four short days after the president of OUT
nation renewed his oath of office, a young
aspirant named Adam Brown took his oath to
defend, uphold and protect the rights of his
domain as student government president of,
we D, some other university.
His inaugural message was one of straightforward, plain-spoken ambition to do what he
was
ostensibly
elected to do: get
stuff for students.
Atop President
Brown's agenda ,
adopting fixed-rate
tuition, eliminating
finals that start before Hardees begins
bakingRise'n'Shine
biscuits and lobbying to repeal incremental grading.
Sound ambitious?
Compare it to our own Student Government
Preside.nt Bob Fritchey's agenda for his administration: get students involved.
Thank you, Bob, for that stirring and original call to action.
While committing the resources of one's
political office to combat apathy is commendable, it should not replace a specific agenda at
eliminating predawn finals and lobbying for a
fixed-rate tuition. In choosing to focus on studentinvolvement,Fritchey inadvertently lit upon
the one cliche that has long plagued this
University'S student government and probably
will continue to stifle and inhibit future administrations that hide behind the auspices of an
apathetic student body.
Get over it already.
I too regret that more students do not choose
to involve themselves in the opportunities that
student life here has to offer. But think not for
one second that I let these slightly misanthropic
people drag me down or affect the way I perform
my job. In truth, I and many of my counterparts
in p ositions ofleadership would likely not have
risen so easily to our positions had more of the
campus been in valved thus heightening the competition among would-be student leaders.
But it is not a crime neither is it a mark of
shame to attend a commuter campus . Rather
than eternally lamenting the inescapable reality of our unique commuter student body,
SGA, of which Fritchey is necessarily a part,
needs to recognize this and move on .
Belonging to and, in Fritchey's case, representing a commuter student body simply
means that fewer students will actively participate in SGA. That does not mean these
people are to be pandered to or solicited as if
their presence is necessary before any real
action can take place .
Pretend for a moment that 200,400, maybe
1000 students will show up at the next SGA
meeting. Would that constitute an acceptable
levei of student involvement? Would a student government whose prime agenda is increasing student involvement be ready to take
real action? Or would we hear that actior.. mus
wait for more involved students?
Even Fritchey's predecessors
the unmanageable absurdity of this mentality
As a direct result of former
Chris Jones' efforts, students no longer
to payout the nose for transcript. F
President Beth Titlow initiated an ""ILLII:'crimination resolution that sent a very
and unequivocal message to those who, as
commander-in-chief said, cloak their hate
religious and moral pretenses.
But the real work of student government
yet to be done. And the only way to win
respect of the "uninvolved" masses is not
demand their time and energy before going
work, but to accrue a debt of gratitude,
plished only through diligent and often thankless efforts on their behalf.
Above all, student government bears an
unavoidable accountability to all 15,000 students, not just the smattering of voters who
comprise the UM-St. Louis electorate. That
thousands of students are not picketing, marching and petitioning for fixed-rate tuition or
abolition of the incremental grading system
does not excuse SGA leaders from pursuing
these and other worthwhile efforts.
Indeed, the job demands a leader with
vision and ambition. Just ask Adam Brown.
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BSCENE
by Michelle Sarver
of The Current staff

by Michael J. Urness
of The Current staff
A few years ago a friend in
California, sensing a deep need
on my part, mailed me a copy of
a book she had been given years
earlier. It was the low point of
my life emotionally and spiritually as it followed the breakup of
apassionateromance. The book,
The Prophet, by Kahlil Gibran
(1883-1931), brought me out of
the most profound depression I
had ever known. It renewed my
desire to continue the quest for
love and knowledge.
Gibran, a poet, artist and philosopher, was born in Lebanon
and moved to the United States
twenty years prior to his death.
In The Prophet, a book he considered his greatest work, Gibran
writes of a traveler named
Almustafa who mysteriously arrives in a city and ends up spending a long time among its inhabitants . One day as he prepares to
leave, a group of towns people
gathers about him, and the town
seeress asks him to explain such
things as love, marriage, children, teaching, pain and death.
In perhaps the most brilliant treatise ever written on love Gibran
wrote:

When love beckons to you,
follow him,
Though his ways are hard
and steep.
And when his wings enfold
you yield to him,
Though the sward hidden
among his pinions may wound
you.
And when he speaks to you
believe in him,
Though his voice may shatter your dreams
as the north wind lays waste
the garden.
Since fIrst receiving, reading and gaining considerable
comfort from this book, I've
given copies of it to friends and
loved ones who needed to know
that they were not alone in their
suffering from a variety of
troubles. I presented a copy of
this book to a friend when he
went into a treatment center in
attempt to overcome a substance
abuse problem. And, more recently, I gave one to a friend and
neighbor who has been diagnosed with a life threatening illness. I hope he gets a chance to
read it and that he finds peace in
what Gibran wrote about death:

What is it to die but to stand
naked
in the wind and to melt into
the sun?
Andwhat is it to cease breathing, but to
free the breath from its restless tides, that
it may rise and expand and
seek God unencumbered?

I

Despite its age The Prophet
and its message transcend such
earthly notions as time. If ever
you find yourself facing a seemingly insurmountable number of
trials and tribulations, consider
reading this book. If you have
friends or family members who
are suffering in any way and you
lack the words that would bring
them comfort, give them a copy .
The resolve that comes from
reading it is Gibran' s great gift
to the world.
Next timeTl1 tell you about
another book. I've been reading
that has had exactly the opposite
effect on me. It's called In Defense of Elitism.

It's you're fourth, fifth or maybe
sixth year atthe University. You have
accumulated over $20 dollars worth
of student loans, and the payments
begin the month you graduate. You
know you need a substantialjob upon
graduation. Sound familiar?
You wonder how soon to begin
looking for your full-time job. Surely,
if you find a job tomorrow, your
employer will want you to begin
working the next day. Karen
Loeffelman, assistant director ofUMSt. Louis Career Services, disagrees.
"Begin now," she says. "Freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors
should start immediately. Companies
often hire in the autumn for positions
available in the spring. Also, according to Loeffelman, hands-on experience such as internships and co-ops
offers the opportunity to sample fields
of interest and gain experience before plunging into a full-time job.
Once narrowing the field of interest, bow do you begin your search?
Many professionals recommend two
opposing schools of job-hunting, but
both schools include networking.
Loeffelman advises to be broad
in job search strategies . If you send
your resume to enough places, you ' ll
get lucky somewhere," she said.

Like Loeffelman, Hany Weber,
lecturer in business writing and review writing, also urges students to
.network. "Research who is in charge
of accounting at Monsanto. Write
directly to that person, and include
why you chose to write to him or
her." Weber believes that students
should try to get interviews with
people likely to hire them. This approach is direct and·personal.
In either case, students must have
copies of their resumes available. Students can put their resumes on Career
Services' software and enter them
into the department's dafub,.ase: Ca,
reer Services will then send res es
to any employer who requests applicants with skills similar to yours. The
fee is $35.
Having obtained an interview. students should prepare beforehand.
First, research. Knowing the demands
of the position in question is not
enough. That position is part o . a
larger organization. Understand what '
t . . . . . ._~
that organization does and hQ~W~1i
works. This can enhance a discussIon
with a potential employer.
Next, practice interviewing. Weber suggests that students recruit
friends and family to ask them sample
questions. Many business-communication books provide interview
guides. Even if the interviewer does
not ask identical questions, Weber
believes this practice will "bolster
your self-esteem."
Loeffelman states that employers
most often look for employees with
communication skills, computer skills
and previous experience. For example,

the new CEO of MagneTek wants energetic employees who adapt easily
and move quickly, according to Sharon
Adams, benefits specialist at

M
still unsure about what
them can check out Ho-

. • Appearance
Friendliness
Poise & Statiility ~ .
General Knowl~dge
Good Communication
General ~presslon
.

I

Comput~r . SkiUs

Self-Motivation
Experience
.• Alertness

Professor reaches out
to 'at-risk' children
through unique program

Legacy of feminism
comes alive in new book
by Pam White
of The Current staff
Christina Baker visited UMSt. Louis Jan. 31 to discuss her
newly released book, The Conversation Begins: Mothers and
Daughters Talk About Living
Feminism.
Baker, chair of the liberal
studies program at University
College in Maine is a women's
studies scholar and political activist. She was recently elected
to Maine's state legislature.
Baker co-authored the book
with her daughter and namesake,
Christina Kline, who teaches
writing at New York University .
Baker's visit was sponsored by
the UM-St. Louis Center for the
Humanities and the Institute for
Women's and Gender Studies
(IWGS).
Fran Hoffmann, director of
IWGS, said that the book has
been reviewed favorably in quite
a few feminist journals and was
glad for the opportunity to sponsor Baker's program.
"The second wave of feminism in the U.S . is now over 30
years old," Hoffmann said, referring to changes occurred in
the 60s .
Hoffmann discussed how the
women who worked diligently
to bring about those changes are
now in their 40s, 50s and 60s,
noting that a new generation that
includes daughters and students
of the other generation has come

of age.
Hoffmann said these young
woment often view the discrimination which so affected the previous generation as a relic of the
past-interesting as history, but
irrelevant to them.
"We have much to learn from
one another across the generation," Hoffmann said. "The Conversation Begins is a wonderful
place to start."
"The book is about activist,
feminist mothers and how their
daughters have fit themselves into
a feminist legacy," Baker said.
"It is also about those motherdaughter relationships."
While researching the book,
Baker spoke to mothers and
daughters who had made public
contributions to the contemporary women's movement. Some
have widespread name recognition , such as Letty Cottin
Pogrebin and Tillie Olsen. Others are known mainly in their
local community.
This brought up the issue of
telling the truth and hearing the
truth, which can be an important
but diplomatic issue . Baker
q\loted Gloria Steinem's observation that the women's movement moves forward to the extent that ' women tell the truth
about their Ii ves.
But did these public figures
want to tell all? Baker said that
she had to argue strenuously with
Bantam Books' lawyer about the
personal issues of the study's Par-

by Jill Barrett
features editor

Baker (right) with her
daughter
ticipants. She was told that she
wouldn't have a book without
the sensationalism.
Many participants were willing to speak to her but did not
want their personal issues reported as part of a book.
Baker was asked about
archiving the results of her study,
and she said that she would have
to look into that aspect.
When asked by an audience
member what conclusions the
book draws, she stated that many
of the stories are individual.
But she also found that all
the daughters interviewed have
continued in the mothers' political beliefs; all the daughters understand that somebody
had to do it.
"Most of the daughters are
not activists , but are actively
doing the work of feminism,"
Baker said.
Hoffmann asked about the
sons of activists, and Baker responded that she would love to
do a follow-up study of feminist
mothers and sons.
"That is another story, and
their stories are terribly important," she said.

by Ashley Cooki ~ .
of Tf]e Current staff
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"ReceptioniSt. I wore a slinkY black
dress and talked my way into it."

--J~nJJ.iier llJjiOn:=
._-J1BJiot·Clinic.iJIY'§ychology

~!W"''-i~Lwork at finding a job.
UM-St. Louis
Sahara Sands
"basically gone
phone book looking under
I was getting ready to send
out when I got the call from Amy
"she said. Capital GBS Comhired Green two weeks
Recent! y, she was prodirector.
earned herteaching cer1996. In January,
interview at a local
high school. She now teaches American Literature at that same school.
"Even though there is a general
sense of optimism about new teaching
jobs opening, accompanying it is the
reality of high-level competition. I feel
to land a job at this time of the
," Wise said.
"It's a good job market, but you
to be prepared for your interviews. That's what really counts," says
Loeffelman.

--

Dr. Vivian McCullum works to
influence the educational system
from the inside out.
McCullum, an assistant professor of behavioral studies the School
of Education, said she wants to
train future educators to be comfortable with their skills so that
they will "feel eager and enthusiastic about helping children."
Although training future teachers well is an important fIrst step in
reaching children through education, McCullum has created more
immediate ways to help youngsters.
In 1993, McCullum developed
Education Institute, a not-forprofIt outreach program that provides educational opportunities for
children who, because of their economic background, are at risk of
being lost in the educational system.
"At the university level, I want
to teach the attitude that all children
can learn," McCullum said . "Just
because they're disadvantaged
doesn't mean that they are not capable . Also, I'd like to see that all
children have the opportunity to be
successful. "
According to McCullum, there
is a disparity among the
dispersment of funds targeted for

e.ducation.
"My personal opinion is that the
State School Board Association
and the State Department ofEducation should work together to develop a more equitable funding
mechanism. Why should one child
receive $1,000 for education and
another child recei ve $5,000, based
solely on where they live?" she
said.
McCullum, through Education
Outreach, hopes to help compensate for this gap by tutoring students, providing homework help
and introducing children to a variety of experiences, such as vocal
instruction, art and multicultural
issues, to which they might not otherwise be exposed.
McCullum thinks helping
young students improve their
grades has a more significant impact than just an improved GPA.
After an evaluation of the program last year, teachers reported
changes in the behavior of students.
"One student, who had been
acting out at the beginning of the
year, began to have academic successes," McCullum recalled . "This
student's behavior greatly improved because these successes
raised [this student 's] self-es-

see At Risk, page 4

What ~as your first job and
how did you get it ?
"Restaurant busboy. I had a
,cousin that worked
there,"
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Movie Reviews

Wally Sparks the White Castle of all movies
by Daniel Martinez
of The Current staff
Meet Wally Sparks is Rodney Dangerfield's
latest comical attempt at a blockbuster movie.
Although this movie has some of the ingredients necessary for a hit, like big-name leading
actors, hilarious one-liners and countless cameos, it lacks one main ingredient-a decent
script!
The movie does have a couple of extremely
comical scenes and several traditional Rodney
Dangerfield one liners which left the audience
rolling in the aisle.
Unfortunately, these scenes and one-liners
were short lived and were all heard within the
first half hour, leaving audience members wondering if they could just replay the first part of
the movie again instead of watching this sad
attempt at a plot, which I would have been very
capable of sleeping through ifI didn't have to
review it for the paper.
Wally Sparks (Rodney Dangerfield) is
the most outrageous talk show host on television . The FCC and politicians want him off the
air. The network president (Burt Reynolds) has
no choice but to cancel the show unless Wally
Sparks can clean up his act and increase his
ratings. So he and his producer (Debi Mazar)
decide to go after an interview with the extremely conservative governor of Georgia
(David Ogden Stiers) who happens to be leading the campaign to get Wally Sparks off the
air. The governor is also being blackmailed to
halt his campaign for state senator. Along the
way Sparks encounters ajealous corporate bad
guy who will stop at nothing to ensure Sparks
fails. So, it is up to Wally Sparks as only he
knows how to get the interview with the governor, expose the blackmailer, stop the bad guy
from ruining him and save his show in the
process.
I suppose to ask for a decent and original
script from a Rodney Dangerfield movie is like
asking for a White-Castle burger wi th real meat.
It just can ' t be done.
But let's face it-when we think of seeing
a comical Rodney Dangerfield movie a good
story is perhaps the furthest thing from our
minds.
So, if you enjoy Rodney Dangerfield movies and decide to see this one, please heed my
warning leave after the first half. You won't
miss a thing, and your comical image of Rodney
Dangerfield will remain intact.

Rodney Dangerfield and Cindy Williams star in the comdey Meet Wally Sparks.

Cannes Film Festival Winner
Prisoner Is Story Of Humanity
by Pam White
of The Current staff
"It's easier to kill a man than to love him," said
Sergei Bodrov, director of Prisoner of the Mountai!!S.
Killing can be fast, but to love takes time, understanding, communication and work-lots of worle This
conflict is the basis ofBodrov'snewly released film. It
is a quiet, gentle Russian film with subtitles that won a
Cannes Film Festival award and is scheduled to open in
St. Louis Feb. 14.
The movie is based on Tolstoy's classic short story
"Prisoner of the Caucasus," written for children. Both
Bodrov's and Tolstoy'S versions are about war. The
Tolstoy original is about a young man who is captured
by the enemy in a war between Russia and its neighboring nations. Tolstoy wTOtehis story over 150 years ago,
but the movie is set in the Caucasus mountains, near
Chechnya, so it seems very relevant today.
Chechnya becomes a place one can see instead of
just the vague name of a foreign place--it becomes real;
the people become reaJ.The movie was filmed in
Dagestan, about 300 kilometers from Chechnya. The

village ofRechi was chosen for the film because of its
majestic landscape, and the mountains have a fascinating, surrealistic grandeur that is Dali-esque. Rechi has
no hot water or sewage, and women still climb the
mountain every day to get water from a nearby spring.
Bodrov tells that the only way they have been
touched by the 20th century is through television, and
even that is sporadic.Bodrov's version of the story
does not use the war as its main focus. His story is about
people and relationships and lost innocence. The quiet
strength and determination in the faces of the characters is central to his theme. His use of the music and
words to the songs is aJso basic to the tale. 'The wind
frightens the heart of any strangers here," sings a
woman.
But he also uses a Louie Armstrong song later in
the film as part of an ironica, humorous touch. Louie
sings "Let my people go" as the prisoners dance.
Bodrov calls his film a tragicomedy that talks about
serious things with bumor.The film is rich with many
qualities, but it is also eclectic and discrete. Don' t go
to this movie if you're looking for an action film. It
clllploys artistry, not noise.

Newspapers.
And if you work for
The Current, we can't
promise that you'll have
an internationally coveted
award named after you or
that your articles will help
ratify the constitution of a
future world power.
We seriously doubt
you'll be forced from the
Presidency for lying,
cheating and berng a
ruthless, underhanded
criminal.
But we do promise an
assignment that will
accommodate your interests and abilities, be it
writing or marketing or
reviewing or delivering
papers.
Applicants from all

majors and any grade
level are welcome. No
experience is required.
We have openings
in all departments:
writing, copy editing,
production, advertising and photography.
Apply today or
tomorrow or even the
next day.
Better yet show up
on Monday. Assignments go out every
Monday at 2 p.m. in
our offices at 7940
Natural Bridge.
Come on over, or
call Doug at 516-5174.
Rapid upward
mobility awaits the
motivated applicant.
(i.e. money)

how up and say "/ am not a crook" and rebeive absolutely nothing off yo~r next purchase at the University Bookstore.

r

At Risk, from page 3
teem."
Another
program
that
McCullum coordinates is an afterschool program which helps students who are in transitional housing. This program operates e in the
Normandy School District. These
students often need extra attention
at school, McCullum explained,
because the lack of the lack of a
permanent home can have a negative impact on the children's behavior, attention-span and self-esteem. These problems make it diffi-

cult for them to maintain an interst
in learning.
McCullum stated that 99 percent of the 23 children enrolled in
this program are African-American.
"Children need to know they
have a measure of success, even if
they are minority and female,"
McCullum said. She stressed that
schools are always in need of volunteers to help tutor students.
For more information, contact a
school district near you

Any Companion
.

Rides Free

Amtrak® COlmpanion Fares:
Two ride for the price of one * .
We're not fussy. Whatever binds you, as long as your companion is traveling with you,
he/she rides FREE between any two stations on the Amtrak®St. Louis - Kansas City, Missouri
trains from January 13th through February 28, 1997 . Can't be more simple than that.
Or more money saving!

St. Louis to Washington: You $12 • Companion $0
St. Louis to Kansas City: You $26 • Companion $0
Trains depart daily from the Amtrak station at 550 South 16th Street

AMTRAK
Call your travel agent or call

1-800-USA-RAIL
www.amtrak.com
·Companion rides free when accompanied by full fare paying adu~ traveling between 51. Louis and Kansas City. MO on Train #300i~04 (An R i f T .
must travel together on identical itineraries. Seats are limited. Not valid with other discounts, promotions, or
seating '5 ava,lable for an exira charge. Offer good 1/13197 • 2/28/97. Fares. schedules, and restrictions subjecf to change without notice.
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Applebury excels as lone senior
by Brian Folsom
sports associate

by Brian Folsom

sports associate
How many sports fans out
there really follow the "minor"
sports? By this I mean sports such
boxing, tennis, sometimes golf
qualifies, auto racing, swimming
and skiing. I am not putting these
sports down in any way because
each of them is very competitive
in its own right. However they
don't receive nearly as much coverage and recognition as the four
"maj or sports" which include baseball,football, hockey and basketball.
Growing up, I never realiy paid
much attention to other sports besides the "big four." They always
seemed more exciting to watch, as
well as play. The players were
always in the media spotlight, and
the other sports just didn't interest
me as much.
Ithinka lotofit had to do with
ignorance. I didn't l<J1oW enough
about the sport, so I didn't bother
to take the time to learn.
By the time my teen years
came around, I took a little more
interest in tennis and golf. Since
there was a tennis court and a golf
course in the field behind my house,
I started playing on them with my
friends, and before long I was out
there all the time playing.
This got me started on broadening my interests a little, and
when I would be flipping Uu'ough
the channels and see a tennis match,
I would find myself watching a
little of il
Over the next few years, I became interested in many olber
sports besides Ibe main ones , and
I gained more of an appreciation
for them.
In the last couple of years,
more coverage has been given to
these sports withESPN2 and other
similar stations on television. Before, the only time they were on
television was the Olympics . I will
often watch these events for a while
I come across them. I am anlazed
to turn on television and see pool
games and table tennis matches
being played.
A few years ago, when I first
started my subscription to Spo rts
lIlustrated, I would skip right over
any article on boxing, skiing , etc.
Now I at least glance at them, and
sometimes even read them in
depth.
There are some sports that I
just can't get into watching on
television, such as golf and snow
skiing. It's funny because these
are two sports in which I would
participate in a heartbeat if a group
of friends were going to play.
I don't get much time to pJay
golf, but I do think that it is a great
sport to play. I am more prone to
fast action sports, but s omething
about golf attracts me to it.l think.
it is because it is a challenge to see
how far I can hit the ball, how
straight I can shoot on the green
and figuring out which club to use
in a given situation. Itis acompetitive game, and itmakes you think.
That's why I like it.
Snow skiing is also something
that I don't like to watch on television but love to do. The first time
I ever went was a couple of years
ago at Hidden Valley Ski Resort,
and I had the best time. II took me
a while to get used to the skis , but
once I did, I had a blast. I plan on
going again this weekend, and I
am definitely looking forward to
it.
I don't think that these sports
will ever gain as much recog nition
as the other ones, but I am glad to
see that they are getting more coverage because I have gained agreat
appreciation for them .

Although the team has
struggled this season, senior guard
Deena Applebury has made the
most of her final year at UM-St.
Louis.
Applebury is a two year starter
for the Riverwomen and has been
with many different pl ayers, but
this season's team is different
since it is made up of mostly freshmen and sophomores.
The Ri verwomen are 4-15
overall, and 1-11 in the Great
Lakes Valley Conference, but according to Applebury, this team
has a lot of talent.
"We are a young team , so it is
going to take a while to come together and play like we are capable of playing," she said. "But
we are a pretty balanced team;
we ' ve just been struggling."
There IS no doubt that
Applebury has been doing her part
to get the team on the right track.
The senior standout leads the team
with 365 total points and a scoring

average of 19 points per game. She
also leads the Riverwomen with 43
steals and a 69 free tprow percentage. She is second on the team in 3point field goal percentage at 34
percent and total minutes played

"We are struggling
now, but I would hate
to imagine where we
would be if we didn't
have (Applebury)
with us."
-Riverwomen
head coach
Jim eoen
with 570.
Head Coach Jim Coen said that
Applebury is invaluable to the
Riverwomen.
"We are struggling now, but I
would hate to imagine where we
would be if we didn ' t have her with ,

us," Coen said. "Deena is a great
athlete, and she has done a great job
of creating her ow n shots and keeping us in a lot of games ."
She kept the team in their game
against Southern Indiana. Southern
Indiana is undefeated in the conference and Applebury responded
with 31 points .
Last season she was the teams
second leading scorer. She averaged 14 points per game. Her 3point shooting helped her to the
total. She scored on 42 of her
attemptes . She also averaged 4.4
rebound s per game.
Coen added that the only problem with the success Applebury
has had is that the other players are
not being as aggressive.
"The other girls look for
Deena to shoot the ball, and that
burts us because they are not putting up as many shots ," he said .
Applebury came to UM-St.
Louis after two seasons at State
Fair Community College, and she
says her success comes from a lot of

see Senior, page 6
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Deena Applebury drives to the lane against a Southern
~ndiana player. Applebury scored a season high 31 points
against the con1ernce power.

Riverwomen drop two to conference rivals
Riverwomen no match
for Southern Indiana
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
Clutching the almost impossible goal of beating a 16- 1 opponent, the Riverwomen basketball
team fa ce d the Southern Indiana
Screaming Eagles last Saturday .
The Eagles hold an amazing 161 record and a 10-0 Great Lakes
Valley Conference CGL VC)
record . T he Riverwomcn c ame in to
the game 4-14 and 1- 10 in the'
GLVC.
The Riverwornen play ed tough,
keeping the game fairly competitive in the first half. They were
down 57-33 at the half.
The second half went better for
the team, it was still out-scored 5239. The Ri verwomen shot 50 per-

cent in the se ond half. The final
score was 109-72.
UM -St. L ouis was further inhibited as freshman Do nna Simon
and Jamie Dressler were held out of
action . T he team was left with only
six p layers, meaning o ne substitute . T his meant incre ased playing
time. De nise Simon led the team
with 38 minutes p laye d wh il e
Deena Applebury followed close
behind with 37. Fatjgue hurt t he
team down the line .
The team was led in scoring by
senior A pplebury w ith 31 points.
She shot 9-for-24 in the game. She
was perfect fro m the free throw
line, hitting all 10 of her attempts.
Charlee Dixon also poured in 23
points , in addition to her team high
of 4 assists.

Edwardsville wins
big in border battle
by Brian Folsom
sports associate

Missy England, UM-St. Louis guard, tries to get past a Southern Indiana player last Saturday.
The t=!iverwomen 1ell1 09-72. The team will play their next home game Feb. 13 against Quincy.

Tuckson's 24 points, 21 rebounds stand·
out d,espite loss to SIU-Edwardsville
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
Despite a ste ller effort by center
Kevin Tuckson, the Rivermen lost
a battle against SIU-Edwardsville
last Thursday.
The Rivermen fell to 5-13 with
the 69-64 los s. Tuckso n kept the
team in the game as he continued
his se ason of spectacular outings.
He pulled down a career high 21
rebo und s. He also poured in 24
point s.
It had been more than 20 years
since a Ri vermen player has sco red
more than 20 points and made 20
rebounds in a single ga me.
"Tuckson has been playing well
al l s eas o n ," Riverman Stein
Rot egaa rd sa id . "It's the rest of us
that hav e to step up . W e h ave to
have five guys on the court at all
times playing well."
That was a problem for the Rivermen as they combined for 14 turnovers in the gam e. They were led by
Rodney Hawthorne wilh seven turnovers .
"The turn overs in c rucial spots
were the key to this game," Tuckso n

said.
The game started well as the
Ri verme n scored the first six points.
It went d ow n hill three minutes into
the game as SIU-Edward svill e began tl;) sc ore and eventually had a
one point lead at the half.
" A lot of times we come out and
have a big spurt," forward Eric
Stiegman said. "We get a lead on
the m, and then we have a few turnovers and don't hit our shots and
their b ack in the game."
"We usually come out and get
behind early and then attempt a
comeback, and usuall y ,li ke tonight,
it is to late, " Stein Rotegaard said.
"If we can play hard for 40 minutes ,
we can win a lot of games."
A differ ence between the
te ams was scoring off of the bench
and shooting overall. The Ri vermen s hot 39 percent while SIU Edwardsville shot 42 percent. The
Ri vermen bench was also outscored 29-13. SIU-Edwardsville
su b Nathan Kreke had 13 un ex pe c ted points.
" They hit their sh ots and we
didn't ," Stiegman said. "We both
turned the ball over but it c ame

down to them hitting their shot s. It
came down to otber players like
N athan Kreke . He hit three 3-pointers and we weren't expecting that
out of him. "
The turnovers troubled the team;
the 3-point shooting haun ted the
team . Th ey were a poor 2-for-16
from the 3-point marker. They shot
a dismal 13 perce nt.
"We got cold on our shots; we
al so had too many turnovers in a
row ," Tuckso n said. " They then
started hitting their shots and go t
their confidence back."
T uckson led the team in scoring
and rebounding . Teammate Rodn ey
Hawthorne was second in bo th
poi nts and rebound s . He had 15
points and 12 rebound s.
Rotegaard saw more minutes in
the game than he has seen in his
brief Riverman career. He responded with 5 points in 16 minutes. He had a good 2-for-3 sh00 1ing performance.
"Stein (Rotegaard) has stepped
up his play lately," Tuckson said .
"We told him that his thing is to go
and hit the 3-pointer, and he has
done it well."

The problems continued for the
UM-St. Louis Riverwomen's basketball team Thursday as they suffered
another disappointing defeat to conference rival Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville, 68-54.
Sill-Edwardsville (14-4 overall, 92 Great Lakes Valley Conference)

jumped out to an 18-4 lead with nine
minutes remaining in the half, and it
appeared that they had total control of
the game.
Accordingto head coach JimCoen ,
the problems started with poor shooting.
"We were mi ssing too many easy
shots, and if we had made those shots,
we probably would have had the lead,"

see Battle, page 6

Men lose big to
Southern Indiana
by Ken Dunkin
sports editor
Turnovers killed the Rivermen
as they los t to the 14-3 Southern
Indiana Scream ing E agles.
The Rivermen lost the game
95-68 after trailing at the halfb y 7

points. The turnovers , a problem
all season, reappeared as the team
gave the ball away 20 times . The
Eagles in com pari son only turned
the ball over 12 times . Rodney
Hawthorn e was the top-turnover

see Loss, page 6
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Kevin Tuckson shoots against a SIU-Edwardsville player.
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hard work.
"I try to work on e very aspec t of
my game equally beca use I really

want to be a well-balanced player,"
Ap plebury said.
Applebury is the lone senior on
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Deena Applebury prepares to shoot a fre e throw last Saturday against Southern Indiana. She was a perfect 1O-for-1 0
fro m the free throw line.

Attention!
HEALTHY NON-SMOKING
MALES AGE 18-45

$$$$$

the team, and she said it has been
difficult at times.
"I try to help them (the younger
players) out in any way I can," she
said. "Everyone is improving, and
I really think we are becoming a
better team."
Applebury added that the
younger players have helped her as
well.
"Really, we have all helped
each other out because we are all in
this together," she said. "The losing has been tough, but it has been
equally tough on all of us ."
Applebury is a physical education major, and she said that in the
near future she would like to be a
basketball coach at either the high
school or college level.
For now , Applebury is focused
on getting the team back on track.
"We don't lack in one particular area of our game," she said.
"We just need to work a little on
everything so that ourtotal game is
improved."
Applebury added that she
thinks the team will get better.
"W e are capable of beating
anyone in our conference when we
are on top of our game," she said.
As the leader of the team,
Applebury will do her best to see
that the Ri verwomen do stay on top
of their game.

Coen said.
Freshman Donna Simon ended a
seven minute scoring drought for the
Riverwornen when she hit a three
pointer with four minutes left in the
half.
UM-St. Louis slowly began to
chip away at the Sill-Edwardsville
lead but trailed at halftime 28-l5.
In the second half, senior Deena
Applebury returned to action after sitting out most of the first half after
receiving a technical foul just four
minutes into the game.
The Riverwomen may have been

rejuvenated by the return of their senior
leader as they forced a couple of turnovers and converted them into layups,
cutting the Sill-Edwardsville lead to
34-25 five minutes into the half.
Applebury led the way for the
Riverwomen with 16 points, and Denise
Simon led the team with 10 rebounds .
Coen said that it is frustrating.
''Right now, Deena is our only true
scorer," he said. "Players like Denise
Simon, Donna Simon and Charlee Dixon
have to exert themselves more because
we need more points from other people."
The Riverwomen shot only 30 per-

cent from the field in the game and
were also out-rebounded 46-29.
"Rebounding is another problem," Coen said. "We are not getting
anything from the inside."
However, Coen noted that the
Riverwomen improved defensively
and took care of the ball well , as they
only committed 12 turnovers.
"At this time, we are lacking so
much confidence as a tearn," Coen
said. "We have a high frustration
level because things have not been
going our way, and we are looking
for bad things to happen to us ."

Loss, from page 5
offender with eight.
The Rivermen shot well in the
first half. They shot 44 percent, which
helped to keep the game close.
When the touch wore off in the
second, they fell , connecting on only
eight shots. in the half.
Kevin Tuckson again led the team
in scoring with 17 points . He was
trailed by Hawthorne with 15 and
Torrance Smith with 13.
The rebound leader was
Hawthorne with nine. Tuckson had
eight.
With the loss the Rivermen fell to
5-14 and 2-10 in the Great Lakes
Valley Conference.

SPORTING AROUND CAMPUS
Recreational Sports

3-on-3 8ask. tourn
Coed BasketbaH
Racquetball tourn
Coed WallybaB
Volleyball touurn .
Weightliftl ng

Begin
215
2112
2117
2120
3/5
3/6

Deadline
214
2/1 '1
2/11
2/18
3/4
3/6

Earn $300 - $1000 in your spare time!
If you are a healthy, non-smoking male, age 18-45,
on no medication, with no current health problems,
of a normal height/weight ratio, and are available
for 24-48 hour stays at our facility, you can earn
hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain
FDA approval. Gateway Medical Research, Inc .
has been conducting research for pharmaceutical
companies for years and thousands of people have
participated. To find out how easy it can be to earn
$$$, call our recruiters at (314) 946-2110 anytime.

PEACE CORPS
"THE TOUGHEST ~OB YOU'LL EVER LOVEn

The world needs your experience. '
We are recruiting for over 1000
volunteer positions in Education,
Environment, Agriculture, Business,
Health, Nutrition, and other areas.
Call to discuss your qualifications.

GATEWAY MEDICAL
RESEARCH , INC.
116 NORTH MAIN STREET
S1. CHARLES, MO 63301 ~~

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

1-800-424-8580
WWW.PEACECORPS.GOV

2113
2115

Women's Basketball
UMSL. vs. Quincy
Game will begin at 6 P.M.
UMSL vs. Northern Kentucky
Game will -begin at 6 P.M . .

Men's Basketball
2113 UMSL vs. Quincy
Game will begin at 8 P.M.
2115 UMSL vs. Northern Kentucky
Game will begin at 8 P.M.

UMSL STUDENTS AT PLAY

CELLULAR.
AND
INTER.NET

NORWESI FJNANCJAL

THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF CELLULAR PHONE
SERVICE, FOR LESS THAN 50 CENTS PER DAY.

Are you seeking an outstanding internship opportunity
in consumer finance?
If so, consider NORWEST FINANCIAL

WHEN YOU GET AN ADDITIONAL TELEPHONE LINE
FROM SOUTHWESTERN BELL - RECEIVE A $25.00
CREDIT TOWARDS YOUR HOME PHONE BILL.

You'll find opportunity, challenge, and variety as a

Manager Trainee-Intern

We'll help you feel secure ON AND OFF CAMPUS.

We seek professional, career-oriented individuals with
leadership abilities and analytical skills.

727-4466 8835 Ladue Rd., Next to Wild Oats.

Join our team as a
Manager Trainee-Intern
and you'll enjoy . ..
•

•

learning al1 aspects of branch management
learning credit investigation, loan interviewing, loan analysis and
sales techniques
learning collection problem-solving and delinquency
learning about bad debt control.

LITMt\G

Send (or FAX) resume to :

N orwest Financial
Russ Glick, Branch Manager
2151 Charbonier
Florissant, MO. 63031
FAX (314) 921-9685
Interview Days: February 26 & 27
Inquire at Room 308 Woods Hall
to set up an appointment.
L -_ __
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FOR SALE

SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY
BEACH FLORIDA SANDPIPERBEACON BEACH RESORT 3
POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL, HUGE
BEACHSIDE HOT TUB, SUTIES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH
BAR, HOME OF THE WORLDS
LONGEST KEG PARTY.
FREE INFO 1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

1993 Eagle Talon, 77,rxYJ miles, air,
cassette, cruise. Asking $6900. Any
question call Brad at 416-7522.

WANTED ·
SALESPERSONS WANTED
Earn $1000+ per week in your spare
time. No experience necessary. We
are looking for aggressive college students to help us build our exciting new
business. For more information call
510-6209.
INTERNSHIPS A V All.ABLE with
the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) starting immediately. Volunteer or earn credit. One semester
commitment required; 10-12 hours a
week. Interns investigate complaints,
offer legal information and resource
options, and draft letters. Learn about
civil liberties while assisting complainants. Call Judy Cromwell, 361-

2111.
BUSINESS OPPORTIJNITIES
· Earn $1500+ per week working outdoors. FulllPart-time. No Experience necessary. For more informa· tion call Toll-Free 1-888-321-4440
· Ext. 2009.
COMPUTING JOB
OPPORTUNITIES!
There are user consultant positions
available in the Student Computing
Labs and Advanced Technology
· Classrooms at UM~St. Louis. You can
apply for the position via the Internet at
http://www .umsl.edu/services/sclabs/
labslapplication.html or pick up an application at the SSB 103 lab. Any questions contact Karla Hangsleben at 5166732.
FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00IVlSA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT

FREE Information on how you can
earn $$$ working for yourself in the
lawn care and landscaping business.
Call 1-888-321-4440 Ext. 2009.
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FOR SALE
MAZDA PROTEGE DX
1993
4-door, standard, white,' pioneer cassette player, 70,000 miles, new tires,
and new battery. Good gas mileage,
only one owner. Complete maintenance record.
YOU'LL LOVE IT!!
CALL CLAIRE at 381-2142 voice
mail box #2

to
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LOSE WEIGlIT

EZ Fat Burning Nutrition based on
Zone Diet. Weight control and sports
nutrition program With personalized
meals, delicious nutrition bars. Bum
fat with every meal! CALL FTINESS
WORKS at 389-8736. Certified Personal Trainer available for workouts in
cardiovascular, weight training, or
Pilates.
BUYING? SELLING?
RENTING?
CALL LISA AT 516-5175
OR SEND A FAX AT
516-6811
INCLUDE YOUR STUDENT
NUMBER
Writers wanted .
The Current is in need of features,

sports, news and entertainment writers
for the upcoming semester. No matter
what your major, writing for your
campus newspaper shows to potential
employers that you are versatile. In a
world of corporate downsizing, onedimensional employees are the first
ones to get their walking papers.
If you are one of the few ambitious
students on campus, give Doug or
Scott a caJl at 516-5174.

Looking for an internship?

Are you interested in FREE MOVIES?
We are currently hiring for:
* Usher
* Concession
* Box Office
* Cash Handlers
Flexible Hours, Great Pay, Opportunity for Growth

United Parcel Service is looking for
quaiified cam" ates4:o fill intern
positions for Business Development
and Human Resources.
. Paid internship, $9+ • 25 Hours per Week
• No Weekends

• Great Experience

For Information, Call:
205-9800
Or stop by our trailer on the west, rear side of the theatre
* Must be 16 to apply *

Interested candidates should s ubmit a resume to a UPS
recruiter on Feb. 10th and 11th, 9am-1 pm in Student Center,
or to the Career Services Office.
EOE MIF

Get in
with
your future!
Choosing to become a Doctor of
Chiropractic is more than choosing a
professian . It's choosing the path to
your successful future by helping
others maintain a he.1lthy, happier W'Jy of life - naturally.
Take the 6rst step tow.m:l your future as an independent he.1lth
care professional. Write for a free admissions packet, or call toll-free.
Financial aid is aVJilable.

l!!!!!!!;::.":d
• FRIZE TEST: with immediate results detect s
pregnanc y 10 days after it .begins.

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDIATE: practical assistance
• ALL ser.vices FREE and confidenti,,1
Help Is Ne£ll-PY

Previews of Coming Attractions:

""d . _. . .

On-Campus Interviews
Starting February 17th
For
Degreed, Car.eer Experience (Co-op) &
Summer Internship pOSitions
(AJ!I degrees)

Communications
Sociol'ogy
History
Eng'ine'ering
pomical Science

Math
Education
Business
Management
Gen. Studies

Economics
Finance
Marketing
M.I.S.
& More...

Call or stop,by our office:

Career Servilces

B,.nt ...
962-5300
Ballwin . . . . . _ . 227-2266
BddC.'on . _ . _ _ 227-,8776

rI.'-: _. ..

SI. Ch ..
724-1200
Soulh City _ . _ _ . 962-3653
Midtown . . . . _ . 946 - 4900

(AFTER HOUR~: 1-80D 7 550 - 41100)

We£are.
NOW · HIRING ...
Balance Sheet Clerk

cpr Corp., home of the Sears
Portrait Studios, is seeking an
individual to fill an opening for a
balance sheet clerk. Responsibilities include: reconciling locational
& multi-IDeational cash accounts,
credit card recievable accounts,&
miscellaneous balance sheet
reconciliations . A degree in accounting or business preferred, or
1-2 years experience in similiar
position . Must have strong computer skills & have knowledge of
Lotus 1-2-3. Send resumes to:
Balance Sheet Clerk
CPI Corp,
1706 Washington Ave.

CLEVELAND
Chiropractic College
KANSAS crTI' CAMPUS
6401 Rockhill Road • Kansas City, MO 64131-1181
www.clevelandcbiropractic.edu
Cleveland Chiropractic College is accredited by the Council on Chiropractic
Education and the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.

(800) 467-CCKC • (816) 333-8230

Fees, from page 1

Jobs, from page 1

emoT appoi r. led John Mathes and Paul
Steele to succeed James L. McHugh
and John C. Cozad. Last summer, the
Governor appointed Hugh E.
Stephenson to succeed John David
Collins. Stephenson has been serving
on the board by way of confirmation.
"The University of Missouri and
the Board of Curators are, indeed,
fortunate to have the services of these
distinguished gentlemen," Horne
said. "All of them are well known to
the University family,"

cording to Combs, by the year 2000,
90 percent of jobs will involve the
use of a computer.
Combs' other tips include:
• Joining campus clubs and organizations, Employers respect leadership ability.
• Find a mentor. Professors who
have been in your career field and
know how things work can "point out
your weaknesses," Combs said,

Drive, .from page 1
cation.
"We set goals each day depending on how many people sign up,"
Donahue said. "
The size of the drive facility is
also a factor, depending on its location,"
N at only are the blood drives
conducted in universities, but also
in churches, corporations and hospitals,
In the past, sororities and fra-
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• Join professional associations, Employers would rather
hire a "semi- professional." "Students are not normally members
of professional organizations,"
Combs said, "but they can be."
• Set goals. Knowing what you
want to do in life can help you get
that dream job. "A question that
comes up in every interview is
tell me about yourself," Combs
said. "The person [who answers]
with enormous clarity gets hired."

Combs is a graduate of San
Francisco State University and
currently heads the "Good Thinking Co."
He has appeared on such television shows as Donahue and
Good Morning America and can
be seen as a regular on Hard Copy
and Real TV. Combs' website can
be reached on the internet at
www.goodthink.com.
Major in Success is available
at the University Bookstore.

SGA, from page 1
ternities have been involved, but
this year was different.
"We hope to have more student
and community involvement as the
blood drives continue," said
Donahue.
One can also become a platelet
donor at certain locations in the St.
Louis, Columbia or Jefferson City
areas.
For more information, contact
the American Red Cross.

organization must sign up for a committee.
Each representative can decide
which committee to join. Also, each
committee decides when and where
it will meet.
The Constitution states that the
SGA must have seven committees.
Hornaday announced only six.
One spot remains available, and
she said any representative who has
a suggestion for a committee should

call 516-5286 or visit the SGA office at 262 University Center.
Bob Fritchey, SGA president,
also reminded tbe assembly that organizations with new representatives need to file a cbange-ofofficer form with Student Activities . About 45-50 students, ratber
than the usual 20-25, attended the
meeting,
The next SGA meeting is scheduled for Feb, 26.

Join an organization that

6,000 copies every week.

The Current is now looking for intelligent individuals to fill photography and
advertising positions. Decent pay, great benefits (relatively speaking).

If you're astudent, read this now
Campus Connections, the annual
student directory for the University, is
scheduled to print soon.

lliifii5wire
African-American history
month observance,Christopher
Edley Jr., professor of law at
the Harvard Law School, will be
the featured speaker for "Civil
Rights and African Americans:
A Reappraisar," a program being held ·f rom7:30 p.m, to 9:00
p.m. Feb. 3,in theJ,C. Penney
Auditorium. The program will
include music and songs from
the UM-Sf. Louis Symphonic
Band and Sf. Alphonsus "Rock"
Catholic Church, Call the Office
of Equal Opportunity at 5165695 for details.

ment of schools and the development of educator preparation programs.Schmitzwili preside over the South Central
Region of the Holmes Partnership, which includes Missouri,
Kansas, Oklahoma, Ark,ansas, .
Louisiana, Mississippi, N~w
Mexico and Texas.

Technology in teaching to
be conference topic. The Gateway Writing Project and , the
Greater St. Louis English
Teachers Association are cosponsoring 'a conference on
new technology in .leaching ,"
African poetry to be focus of writing and language arts. ·.It
international seminar. Abena . will held from 8:30 /ii,m, to 2:30
PA Busia, associate prafes-p.m, Feb, 7in the J.C, Penney
sor of English, comparative lit- Bui lding. The conference
erature and women's studies at theme is "Now What?We Have "
Rutgers University, will discuss . Technology; Now, How DO We
"African Narratives of Defiance: Use It?" Eric Crump, director of
Historical Poems on Slavery the University of Missouri-Coand Resistance ~ at 2p.m. Feb. · lumbia Learning Center, will
6 in Room 331 of the Social deJiverthe keynote address at
Sciences and Business Build- 10:30 a, m. Call Connie Jeffries
ing. Her presentation is spon- at 516-5972 for more hiformasored bythe.Centerforlntema- tion.
tional Studies and the Institute
Women's Center to present
for Women's and Gender StUdies. Cali 516-5753 for details.
a pair of programs. The Call of
the Jitterbug, a film .featuring
Dean named vice president interviews and vintage footage .,.
of national consortium, Charles of dancers at the Savoy BallD. Schmitz, dean of the School room in Harlem, will be shown
of Education, has been ap- at 3 p,m. Feb,3 at the Women's
pointed to a three-year term as Center, in Rm, 211 Clark HaiL
nation~l vice president of the
The Center will host a presenHolmes Parntersnip. The tation titled "Springing the Time
Holmes partnership is a con- Trap: A Time Management .
sortium comprising 75 major Workshop," given by Deb HarAmerican universities as well ris and Jason Selk of the Unias partnerships with schools, versity Counseling Service, at
human services agencies and noon Feb, 6. Call 516-5380 for
others working for the improve- details.

Join The Current

Jane Fonda married one
(pre-Ted Turner).
Gene Siskel works with one.

Garfield (the cat) was created
by one.
Lamar Alexander (he tried to be
President) used to be one.

Leave your name and student number
on the voice mail by February 1. After
that date, your name, address and
telephone number will appear in the
directory

The Current
an equal opportunity organization

The answer is as close as your college
newspaper. The Current has immediate
openings for writers.
News, features, entertainment-you pick.
Morning, noon, night-you decide.
Call Doug @ 516-5174 or show up on Mondays @ 2 p.m.

